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Case IH Field Day demonstrates the power of mechanisation for 

a productive and efficient agriculture 

 

Case IH distributor Agrodis, part of the Hortimag Horticulture group, demonstrated in a Field 

Day in Boussalem the important contribution that mechanisation can make to the Country’s 

five-year plan for the development of the Agriculture sector.  

 

St. Valentin, 8 October 2018 

 

Agriculture is a strategic sector in the Tunisian economy. It occupies approximately 16% of the 

country’s workforce and contributes around 12% of GDP. Land fragmentation, with 75% of farms of 

less than 10 ha, and a weak irrigation infrastructure are today some of the main challenges. Agriculture 

is a priority for the government, which has been introducing a series of measures to attract private 

investment and modernise the sector. The Ministry of Agriculture’s five-year plan for the development 

of the agriculture and fisheries sector for 2016-2020 aims to raise the cover ratio (ratio of exports 

compared to imports) to 96%, up from 74% in the previous five-year period. To achieve this objective 

the plan foresees a 3.3% annual increase in agricultural production.  

Mechanisation and efficient farming practices are key to achieving improvements in productivity, 

making the most of available resources. Case IH distributor Agrodis – part of the Hortimag Horticulture 

group – held a Field Day event in Boussalem, in the Jendouba governorate, to demonstrate how its 

equipment can help the region’s farmers work their land more efficiently.  

Mr. Azaiez Ghariani, General Manager of Agrodis, said: “We are very pleased with the interest that our 

Field Day attracted: more than 100 farmers from across the country travelled to Boussalem to see the 

Case IH equipment in action and learn how we can work with them to improve their productivity. The 

choice of the right equipment is key to get the most out of mechanisation, and our sales team is able 

to provide professional advice on the machine that best matches the requirements of their operation – 

and their budget – as well as efficient farming practices.” 

Mr. Adel Ghariani, CEO of Hortimag Horticulture, added: “The government’s objectives, which foresee 

a steady increase in production levels, will require an effort to modernise Tunisia’s agriculture. This 

includes mechanisation that matches the local conditions and farming businesses, as well as 

professional advice on efficient agricultural practices: Hortimag Horticulture and Agrodis are perfectly 

placed to help farmers develop their operations and improve their productivity.” 

The event, which was held at the Sedan (Société d’Exploitation et de Déveleppement Agricole Du 



 

 

 

 

 

Nord) farm, included rolling workshops throughout the day covering soil preparation, seeding and 

application of fertilisers. The demonstrations where conducted with the most popular Case IH tractors 

in the market: the JX40T and JX75T high performance utility tractors in 4-wheel drive configuration. 

They showed soil treatment and ploughing applications, while the rugged, powerful and economic 

Farmall 80 JXM and 90 JXM 4-wheel drive models worked with a no-tillage planter and an offset 

plough.  

Participants to the workshops were able to appreciate the outstanding power, speed, lift capacity and 

pulling strength of the JXT tractors. With models ranging from 35 to 75 hp, these tractors deliver a big 

performance with exceptionally low operating costs. As demonstrated in the workshop, their hydraulic 

system can handle with ease a variety of implements. 

The two Farmall JXM models, with 80 and 90 hp respectively, showed their ability to provide all the 

power needed in tough jobs as well as excellent fuel economy. With their rugged design and tough 

components, they deliver outstanding manoeuvrability and stability in the toughest operations. They 

are suitable for many types of farming businesses, and are equally at home as a flagship in a small 

farm or a utility tractor in a larger operation. 

Also on show at the Field Day were Case IH JX Straddle tractors (80 and 95 hp models). These 

versatile tractors stand out for their minimal fuel consumption, and feature an independent direct-drive 

PTO able to operate a wide range of equipment with ease and economically. They are engineered and 

built to work in tough conditions, reliably delivering the traction needed in any terrain.  

Case IH also showed at the event an SB541 small square baler, which can be relied on to deliver 

season after season of heavy-duty baling.  

Hassib Thabet, Business Manager MENA Case IH, commented: “Case IH has the equipment to help 

Tunisian farmers increase their efficiency and productivity. We have the right solution for every type of 

operation, from small farms just beginning to approach mechanisation to the large agricultural 

businesses looking for high capacity equipment and advanced technologies. We work in close 

collaboration with our distributor Agrodis and its team to provide sales and service support across the 

territory.”  

 

*** 

Press releases and photos http://mediacentre.caseiheurope.com/. 
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Case IH is the professionals' choice, drawing on more than 175 years of heritage and experience in the agricultural 

industry. A powerful range of tractors, combines and balers supported by a global network of highly professional dealers 

dedicated to providing our customers with the superior support and performance solutions required to be productive and 

effective in the 21st century. More information on Case IH products and services can be found online at www.caseih.com.  

 

Case IH is a brand of CNH Industrial N.V., a World leader in Capital Goods listed on the New York Stock Exchange 

(NYSE: CNHI) and on the Mercato Telematico Azionario of the Borsa Italiana (MI: CNHI). More information about CNH 

Industrial can be found online at www.cnhindustrial.com.  
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